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ABSTRACT
In response to the heterogeneity of previous knowledge of the students when beginning their
studies, we present a solution, where undergraduate students as well as advanced students
(hopefully) will benefit from ‘AdLeR’ (Additive Learning Resources): A tool for the rapid
generation of small e-learning courses. The undergraduates can catch up lack of knowledge by
our mini courses (self-regulated). The advanced students are involved in the development of our
tool or in the creation process of learning material, which is suited for self-regulated learning.
When implementing the tool, the students have to deal with various aspects of computer science
domains for example, which consolidates their knowledge and their competences.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we address two challenges of higher education, especially for computer science.
First: Due to the increasing heterogeneity of the students (for example in Germany, now also
technicians are allowed to study), there exist different levels of knowledge at the beginning of
their studies. By this, there exist different levels of knowledge at the beginning of their studies.
With the Bologna-Reform put into practice, the teacher nowadays cannot respond flexible to the
individual needs of the individuals due to the rigid curriculum. Although tutorials can help, these
are not sufficient. An appropriate solution is to offer individual e-learning courses in the sense of
microteaching. These are learning units, which cover specific learning matters. Learning paths
offer a multimodal access to the learning material, which supports the self-regulated learning.
Second: the students themselves (students in higher semesters) can compile just these learning
objects (teaching units, exercises, etc.). In order to create ‘mini courses’, we use an easy-to-use
tool: ‘AdLeR’ (Additive Learning Resources). The development process of this tool covers many
disciplines of the curriculum: Software Engineering/ Programming (the tool has to be
implemented), human-computer-interaction (in order to allow a good-looking, motivating, as well
as functional screen), formal languages (a subfield of the big topic ‘theoretical computer
science’) for a flexible search functionality. All these subjects are handled in computer science
lectures. By implementing our tool, these subjects can be deepened by the practical application,
which will also lead to better and sustainable competence in the respective areas.
Up to now, most of the university teaching is organized like depicted in figure 1 (left side): the
teachers present the learning matter in (presence) lectures, which take place in lecture halls,
seminar rooms or labs. The students have access to the learning material by – for example – a
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learning management system (LMS). Because this system is available online, the students use
these data outside of the campus of the university as well. Furthermore, especially in companies,
virtual worlds (virtual reality, VR) are used for training and learning. Martín-Gutiérrez, Mora,
Añorbe-Díaz and González-Marrero give an overview of such learning scenarios [11],
Lueckemeyer presents a concrete VR learning setting for teaching programming languages [10].

Figure 1: Learning places

Reading (real) books seems to be somewhat outdated since the availability of web sources, all
needed information seems to be found in the internet (with the risk of incomprehension by ‘fast
food learning’ – see section 2). Therefore, we propose (electronic) mini courses for the above
mentioned self-regulated learning, which offer self-contained learning material. By this, learning
outside the university infrastructure is possible. However, because in this way the safe
environment of the university is left (see figure 1, right side), we have to consider some didactic
issues in order to ensure a positive learning effect as much as possible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, we outline the didactic concepts, which are
used in this work (section 2). Then we describe our tool ‘AdLeR’ (section 3).In this chapter, we
also describe one important feature of this tool: learning paths (sometimes named ‘learning trail’,
subsection 3.2) and aspects of human-computer-interaction (subsection 3.4). In our tool not only
a classical full text search is available, but also a flexible search functionality, which will be
described in chapter 4. The paper ends with as short summary and an outlook (section 5).

2. DIDACTIC CONCEPT AND RELATED WORK
It is a challenging approach to offer a kind of learning environment for students which are used to
visit presence lectures at the university. This particularly makes sense, if the students get
additional learning material just when there is a need: In this case the most intrinsic motivation of
the students can be expected. Generally, in our approach several didactic concepts play a role and
should be considered when developing learning material for the mini courses and when
implementing the tool for generating the course.
In our paper, we consider the following didactic concepts: self-regulated learning, microteaching,
blended learning, inverted/ flipped classroom, learning by teaching. In this project, one can often
find these concepts in combination.
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With the mini courses, we implement some important aspects of e-learning: learning at any place
and at any location. This requires self-regulated learning of the students [13], although this term
still is ambivalent ([5], [14]). In our context, we expect from the learners (students) to organize
themselves and to be aware of their learning behaviour. This sometimes could be a serious
problem for the students, which we try to address by the following steps (extract):





The learning matter of the mini course fits the lacks (for example missing previous
knowledge)
The length of the courses is short
The course offers possibilities of self-evaluation by quizzes
A multimodal access to the learning units is possible, for example by learning paths (see
subsection 3.3)

The above mentioned length of the course leads to the didactic concept microteaching [8], [2]. In
[2] one can find an appropriate definition:
‘Microteaching is a teaching situation which is scaled down in terms of time and number of
students. […] The lesson is scaled down to reduce some of the complexities of the teaching act,
thus allowing the teacher to focus on selected aspects of teaching. […]’
This definition reflects our intention: students can learn the subjects in small portions and just
when a specific knowledge is needed. This can be done at any place, for example using a mobile
phone when commuting to the university. However, a challenge is to avoid ‘fast food learning’
(quickly consuming learning along the way); that means that some topics cannot be treated
without previous knowledge. For example, it would be difficult to understand the JPEG
compression method using the DCT (discrete cosines transformation) without a fundamental
knowledge about trigonometry. The elements of a microteaching learning material can be: texts,
short videos, animations, pictures as well as hyperlinks to opportune sites in the internet. In
addition, the learners can review their acquired knowledge by performing quizzes. Therefore,
every mini course should begin with the required previous knowledge (eventually measured by a
short initial test).
Another more general concept is the Blended Learning (see for example [7]): The students visit
lessons at the university, and also learn by electronic learning objects (self-regulated) – if
necessary. In contrast to the usual variant of blended learning, here most of the study matter is
presented in presence lessons whereas the electronic material is an (optional) enrichment.
The aim to support all students is also the idea of the didactic concept ‘inverted classroom’/
‘flipped classroom’ [4]: Here, the learning is transferred completely to electronic material, whilst
the presence phases are used for repeating and applying the learning matter. The motivation for
this is similar to our observation, that ‘not all students learn in the same way at the same pace’
[6]. This concept is promising, but is rarely used nowadays, because a great effort is necessary,
for example, the learning materials have to be prepared for self-study considering various kinds
of learning behaviour. If the learners are not motivated, the worst case could be, that they
participate in the presence phase without having learnt anything.
The didactic concepts described so far, refer to consuming (additional) learning material. From
another point of view, the persons – in our case students – who create learning contents, apply the
didactic concept ‘learning by teaching’ (see for example [3], [18]). This is like a tutorial, but
electronically and without face-to-face communication. Therefore, this is a special challenge for
the students, because the teaching content has to be prepared for self-regulated learning by
themselves.
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3. THE TOOL ‘ADLER’
In this section, we present our tool for generating mini courses. First, we give a motivation and an
overview of our tool (subsection 3.1). The structure and the content of such courses is specified
by an XML specification (subsection 3.2). The significance and realization of learning paths will
be described in subsection 3.3. Some aspects of the human-computer-interaction, which is
relevant for the screen design and for the user interface of our tool, are addressed in subsection
3.4.

3.1. Introduction to ‘AdLeR’
For the above mentioned reasons, we have decided to offer additional (or deepening) learning
material. This should not be a complete e-learning course, but a summary of a specific learning
matter. We name this sequence of HTML pages ‘mini course’. Because this is an addition to the
curriculum, we named our tool Additional Learning Resources – shortened ‘AdLeR’ (the German
word for eagle).
The aim of this tool is not necessarily the creation of new learning material. Instead, our tool is
able to use existing assets in order to combine this media to a mini course. Therefore, the assets
can be used in multiple ways.
For this, we have implemented a prototype for the generation of ‘mini courses’ in the sense of
microteaching. The structure (chapter, subsection, hyperlinks, etc.) and the content (assets like
text, image, video, quiz, etc.) is specified in an XML document (see subsection 3.2).
The general mechanism of the tool is depicted in figure 2.

Figure 2: General mechanism of the tool ‘AdLeR’

The programming language for this tool is Java. The graphical user interface for the end user is
written in C++.
A generated HTML page (5) of the generated course consists of media assets (1) pages, which are
specified in an XML document (3). For example, the syntax for a picture looks like this:
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In this case, the picture file ‘hmd-overwiew.jpg’ will be included in the HTML page. If the size
(height and width – because of space saving not denoted in the XML document in the next
section) is given, the picture will be scaled accordingly; when clicking on the picture, it will be
shown in original size – in another browser tab or window. The ‘alt’ attributed is used for the
figure caption (and appears by ‘mouse over’).
In order to refer to external learning resources in the internet, hyperlinks are also possible. The
syntax looks like this:

The attribute ‘hrefDesc’ is the caption of the hyperlink, the attribute ‘text’ describes the clickable
text, when clicking on this text,the specified hyperlink (attribute href’) will be opened.
In the generated HTML page, this content description looks like this:

‘(externer Link)’ symbolizes a hyperlink to a resource outside the actual course (‘externer’ means
‘external’). This hyperlink will be opened in a new browser window. Besides, the attribute ‘tab’
signs an indenting (for formatting). Hyperlinks to other pages in the current course are also
possible. In this case, the hyperlink would refer to a page id (see DTD in section 3.2). Links
between different mini courses are not provided: that would presuppose that a course is online
available – at a certain location.
Currently, the following media types are supported by the tool:








text: text written directly in the XML file
textfile: content of a text file
image: picture file
video: video file; with HTML5 a video player can easily be realized
audio: audio file; with HTML5 an audio player can easily be realized
hyperlink: link to an external resource in the internet (see above)
(Internal links to pages inside the course also are possible by using the prefix ‘#’ and the
id of the referred page)
A special content type is ‘quiz’: This is a hyperlink to webpage generated by an external
tool (with hyperlinks to pages of the mini course, where the actual content is described,
on the other hand). Quizzes are specified in the XML document by an own element
‘quiz’ (see section 3.2).

The external media (picture, video, audio) is copied into the target directory of the mini course.
The layout of every page should look similarly. Therefore, we use HTML template files (4 in
figure 2; also see section 3.4), which can be adapted to special needs of the teachers by rewriting
the HTML code of the standard template or by adjusting the CSS file.
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Structure information and meta data are extracted for building a kind of database (6). In our
approach, no traditional database management system (DBMS) is used, because the mini course
should be used also online, and an installation of a DBMS on one’s own device would be too
wasteful. Instead, the data are stored as text files or serialized Java classes, respectively.
Several parameters of the tool can be adjusted by a configuration file (2 in figure 2; if such a file
exists, these values are treated – otherwise default values). Beside the specification of filenames
and directories (name of the template document, target directory of the generated files, location
of the XML and the template file, etc.), for example – among others – these parameters can be
set:





IMPRESSUM: Imprint (there exits an appropriate placeholder in the template file)
NUMBERING: Indication, if the chapter and sections should be numbered
WRITE_AUTOR: Indication, if the authors name and the generation time should be
included in the page
TRAIL: Name of learning trails, which will be generated automatically based on the
occurrence of this word in the full text (also see section 3.3)

3.2. XML: Structure and Meta Data
In principle, the structure of a mini course consists of chapters (and subsections if needed) which
consist of pages. One single page is composed of assets. Furthermore, hyperlinks to other pages
or to external learning sources in the WWW can be integrated in a page. The default navigation
consists of ‘page up’/ ‘page down’ or ‘chapter up’/ ‘chapter down’, respectively. In addition, so
called learning paths are possible (see subsection 3.3).
The structure, as well as meta data are specified in an XML document. A part of this specification
is depicted as an XML-DTD (XML Document Type Definition) in figure 3.

Figure 3: XML-DTD: Structure specification of a mini course (extract)

In this specification, a course consists of chapters; each chapter consists of subchapters or
pages (which are transferred to HTML pages). Each page consists of assets (element
content). For a better understanding, we explain the meaning of some attributes:
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author: This is an informative data. It will only appear on the generated HTML page, if
the appropriate placeholder exists in the template (see section 3.4 User Interface).
level: This optional attribute indicates the difficulty of the appropriate topic. It is not
visible on the page, but can be used for generating individual learning trails (section 3.3)
and for the search functionality (section 4).
trail: In the DTD default learning trails are specified. Appropriate statements in the
configuration document (see above) can overwrite these.
hidden: This text is hidden for the user, but is accessible for the search functionality
(section 4); furthermore, this text can be used in order to generate learning trails (see
section 3.3).
onClick: If this attribute exists, the text will appear – with a link to a first hidden text
specified by the ‘ref’ attribute (not listed in the above DTD). In this way, for example, a
kind of self-evaluation can be realized: the ‘onClick’ text shows a question, the answer is
hidden and appears only when clicking on the question text.

Even attributes, which are not visible on the generated HTML page, are accessible for the search
functionality (see section 4).
With regard to a pleasant use, when building a new course or editing an existing course,students
have implemented a graphical editor (figure 4) for the easy-to-use composition of mini courses.

Figure 4: User interface for AdLeR (prototype)

After clicking on a button, a mini course will be generated as a sequence of HTML documents –
which can be used offline on any device (or online on a server) –at all times and locations.

3.3. Learning paths
The standard navigation path – page by page – serves as a ‘guided tour’ through the course. This
gives the learner a sense of safety. The creator of this course orders and selects appropriate
content and media. However, e-learning allows to address the individual needs of the learner. For
example, this concerns the selection of media (learning by text, audio, pictures, videos, etc.) as
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well as the scope and the order of the learning material. With expanding the standard navigation
by so-called learning paths, more flexibility is possible during the learning process.
As an example, we consider some use cases (following [16]):






Modal structure: The students can learn best with pictures, a navigation path could lead
through all pages, which contain at least one picture.
Selective structure: A course about object-oriented programming consists of the
introduction of object-oriented programming in general and the concrete realization with
the programming language Java. If a learner is familiar with the concepts of object
oriented programming, but wishes to learn how this is done with Java, he/ she can skip
the path ‘concept’ and can only use a path ’syntax’.
Repetitive structure: By a path ‘summary’ and/ or ‘exercises’ the learner can prepare
oneself for an exam, whereas the navigation path leads through pages, which include
summaries or exercises, respectively.
Didactic structure: By this, it is possibility to react to the heterogeneity of the previous
knowledge of the learners, for example offering paths on a beginner level, which includes
more details than the standard learning path.

The specification of learning paths in our tool can be done via two ways:



Automatically: Based on the meta data in the XML document (attributes ‘level’, ‘type’,
‘contentType’, etc.) specific navigation paths will be generated.
Manually: The attribute ‘trail’ marks the belonging to a specific learning path.

The belonging to learning path(s) is recognizable on every page. This could be helpful for the
orientation. On figure 5 an example of learning paths of a mini course about selected themes
about augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) is depicted (meanwhile, the design of the
page has been revised; see next section).

Figure 5: Learning Paths

One can see that this page deals with augmented reality (AR) as well as with virtual reality (VR).
This page is the only one, which includes the topic AR (white – inactive – navigation buttons)
whereas the topic VR will be treated on the previous and the next page.

3.4. User Interface
In modification to ‘you eat with your eyes’, one can say ‘you learn with your eyes’; that means,
the screen design plays an important role at learning on the screen (monitor screen, mobile phone
screen, etc.). Thus, we consider the appearance when displaying the learning objects – which also
is a student´s project in one of our lessons.
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As a student´s project, templates for HTML pages – using HTML5 and CSS3 –were designed
and evaluated. The design of the template can easily be adapted by the external CSS3 file to
special needs. The template contains placeholders for elements/ functionality, which are filled at
the generation process: title, content blocks, navigation, footer text, etc. for example ‘navP’ for
page-navigation, ‘$navT’ for path-navigation (‘T’ stands for ‘trail’), ‘$foot’ for the logo,
copyright, and date. Actually, this project is in progress and some drafts have already been
evaluated. In the proposal at figure 6, one can see a typical distribution of the single elements: On
the left, there is a table of content, at the top there is a chapter up/ chapter down navigation, at the
subjacent level a page up/ page down navigation. When clicking on the button at the bottom
right, the list of (clickable) available learning paths appears.

Figure 6: Layout for an HTML page of the mini course

In addition, designing the user interface for our application was done considering the results of
the human-computer-interaction research (a student´s project as well).

4. SEARCH FUNCTIONALITY
Even though the mini courses are mostly small, it could be useful to offer a search functionality.
For example, to decide, if a mini course is meaningful for the current need, and to find easily the
actual relevant topics which are part of the mini course. In our context, we have interesting
possibilities: The underlying XML document offers rich structure and metadata information,
which can be exploited for a powerful search functionality. In addition, because an XML
structure bases on a (simplified) formal grammar, aspects of the theoretical computer science can
be integrated in the data modeling (for the search function) and offers an alternative application
of formal languages to the students –in contrast to the traditional dealing with this topic in
lessons. Thus, we can present a flexible search functionality, which goes much further than a
simple full text search.
It is possible to search for all attributes, which are specified in the XML document: Apart from
title, date, size…, one can also look for prerequisites, etc.
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In addition, structure information is available: the hierarchy of the XML elements and the linking
between elements. The structure (hierarchically order, sequences) exists implicitly in the
underlying document(XML document). There is a semi structured data view to the data, which
has already been described in [1], adapted in [9].
This idea allows some structure-oriented queries, for example by using:
Structure-describing attributes: The (recursive) structure of the learning object can be described
by object-valued attributes. For example, the titles of all objects of a hierarchy can be described
as a character string like o6.titlepath='Databases/Languages/SQL'. In this manner, also regular
expressions can be used, for example in order to look for all subsections with the title 'Data
Models' or 'SQL': */('Data Models'|'SQL')/*’.
Derived attributes: The theoretical concept of attributed context free grammars (for example used
at compiler construction), can be adapted to hierarchically structured data: The deriving
(inferring) of attributes and attribute values of the XML elements. This can be done alongside the
hierarchy (parent/ children relationship) or alongside the links or paths.
As an example, consider a part of a lesson about extended reality (XR) (see figure 7), which is
organized in a hierarchical structure (see figure 7, left side): At the top, the title of the chapter of
the lesson is described (title=’XR’). This chapter consists of three subsections, each with a
subtitle and the estimated time to complete this topic (dur: duration). The duration can be
inherited upwards, whereby the sum of all times is calculated, so the top element (chapter) offers
the total estimated time to complete the topic ‘XR’. On the other hand, the title of the top element
can be inherited to the subjacent lessons downwards. In figure 7, the derived attributes are written
in italic (based on [10]).

Figure 7: Inheriting of attributes and attribute values

This means, searching for objects with the title ‘XR’ results not only in the top element (chapter
with the title ‘XR’), but also in the dependent lesson objects ‘VR’, ‘AR’ and ‘MR’.
In order to distinct origin and derived attributes, the derived values can be weighted when
performing the query processing. This will be used to rank the search results.
In addition, pages, which are connected by learning paths, can be considered as a hierarchical
structure. The linked pages will be decreasingly weighted.
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Attributed context free grammar approach
In order to process such structure-oriented queries, we need an adequate internal representation of
the data. The underlying data model can be described like an attributed context free grammar
(foundations see [15], prior working concerning data modeling see [19]). Referring to the above
example, we extend the specification as follows:





A course consists optionally of slides (described by a heading) and of at least one
chapter(described by a title).
A chapter consists of at least one subsection (described by a title and a duration - dur)
A subsection consists of inner subsections (optional) or at least one page.
A page represents the generated (HTML) page and consists of at least one asset (text,
picture, etc.)

As an addition to the actual course, slides are possible, for example, in order to present some
topics for classroom teaching. An attributed context free grammar for this scenario can look like
this (highly simplified; words with capital letters are non-terminal symbols, words with lowercase
letters are terminal symbols, words with italic letters are attributes):
COURSE



SLIDE
CHAPTER




SUBSECTION
PAGE
CONTENT





SLIDE*CHAPTER*
title := SLIDE.heading∪ (∪ CHAPTER.title)
asset
SUBSECTION+
dur := ∑(SUBSECTION.dur)
title := ∪(SUBSECTION.subtitle)
SUBSECTION* |PAGE+
CONTENT+
asset

Remark: The XML-DTD above (figure 4, as well as the following example in figure 8) does not
include subsection elements: it uses a simplified specification, which in many cases is sufficient.
For more complex learning units, the XML-DTD can easily be customized; the generator tool
‘AdLeR’ is prepared to deal with subsections.
This data model allows expressive possibilities of the search functionality. The query processing
itself is invisible (deriving/ inheriting and calculation of attributes and attribute values), but some
extended parameters of the search process can be controlled by user input directly using an
appropriate search form like in figure 8.
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Figure 8: Search form

The data are extracted from the XML document and are stored as a file, because the mini course
is used for offline learning, so that an online database system is not appropriate.

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
5.1. Summary
Considering the observed gaps in previous learning, we offer mini courses in the sense of
microteaching, so that students can catch up on or repeat the required knowledge.
Undergraduate Students can benefit from advanced students, who might explain the learning
matter in another way than the teacher by using mini courses for self-regulated learning.
Advanced students themselves benefit from a better understanding of the learning matter by
putting the theory of the visited lessons into practice (learning by teaching).
Concretely, students are involved in the development of our tool in the following part disciplines
of computer science:




Software engineering/ programming: The students have to understand existing software,
and have to specify and implement new features – including testing and debugging.
Human-computer-interaction: The learned concepts of user experience have to be
adapted to the screen design of the generated mini courses, as well as to the design of the
user interface for the generation tool AdLeR.
Theoretical computer science & database theory: The concept of formal languages
(theoretical computer science) has to be adapted to the data modelling using context-free
grammars inclusive ranking and query processing (database theory).

The mentioned benefit for undergraduate students (learning missed teaching content) can be
adapted for advanced students as well: Every now and then interesting topics or deeper analysis
cannot be handled in the lessons because of the tight schedule. Mini courses can fill this gap. For
example, in our lecture ‘Virtual Reality and Animation’, the students picked out interesting
topics. The results were combined to a mini course. The appropriate XML file is depicted in
figure 9 (reduced and extracted; the names of the students are disguised).
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Figure 9: XML document for a mini course (extract)

5.2. Future Work
Our future steps are divided into two parts: the tool itself and using the tool.
First, we will evaluate and improve the user interface of the generation tool and we will improve
the implementation of the search functionality and other features (graphical sitemap, etc.). In
addition, an HTML preview is planned.
Because the particular learning objects (assets) are separated from the kind of presentation, a
multimodal publication of the learning matter is possible: besides HTML web pages, the output
could be a PDF file or slides for a presence presentation. XML tags can mark this. When
considering a PDF output, the intermediate step LaTeX is also interesting: The XML structure is
translated into LaTeX, which can easily be transformed to a PDF file; furthermore, the LaTeX
document can be adapted to the special needs after compilation of the mini course.
Furthermore, we observe an increased use of mobile phones for (self-regulated) learning. Thus,
we intend to use augmented reality learning apps like the use of so-called ‘Learning Factories’, in
which the reality is augmented with additional information [12]. One-step further is the
visualization of non-visible processes or abstract issues, which could improve the motivation and
the learning success [20].
Secondly, we will motivate students to create new assets and reuse existing learning material in
order to generate more mini courses. This brings the students to recapitulate their knowledge and
force them to structure the learning subjects. The advanced students are nearer to undergraduate
students, they know about their own problems and are able to present the learning matters in
another way as the teachers. The tool AdLeR allows concentrating on the intended learning goal,
the transfer to a course is done automatically. An intensive evaluation is planned in order to
confirm or disprove the effects to the learning students – regarding the comprehension (found by
tests) and the motivation (found by questionnaires).
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